A floating metal microelectrode array for chronic implantation.
Implantation of multi-electrode arrays is becoming increasingly more prevalent within the neuroscience research community and has become important for clinical applications. Many of these studies have been directed towards the development of sensory and motor prosthesis. Here, we present a multi-electrode system made from biocompatible material that is electrically and mechanically stable, and employs design features allowing flexibility in the geometric layout and length of the individual electrodes within the array. We also employ recent advances in laser machining of thin ceramic substrates, application of ultra-fine line gold conductors to ceramic, fabrication of extremely flexible cables, and fine wire management techniques associated with juxtaposing metal microelectrodes within a few hundred microns of each other in the development of a floating multi-electrode array (FMA). We implanted the FMA in rats and show that the FMA is capable of recording both spikes and local field potentials.